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1. INTRODUCTION
The functional Integration method is an imprescriptible means
of investigation in many branches of contemporary science [1|2]. One
of the main areas of its employment is quantum field theory [3]. This
method appeared to be the convenient tool as this enabled one for
the first time to perform the theoretical and numerical investigation
of nonperturDative characteristics in quantum gauge theory (e.g. [4]).
The idea of utilizing the functional integrals In wantum Physics ex
pressed by K.Peynman served as a basis for the contemporary constru
ctive quantum field theory [5]. The successive realization of cons
tructive program has led to the mathematically rigorous construction
of quantum fields in two-dimensional and some three-dimensional mo
dels of Euclidean field theory (e.g. [6j). Significant success has
been achieved recently in constructing the local relativistio inter
acting fields in 4-dimensional space-time [7]. One of the most simple
ways of assigning a specified mathematical meaning to functional in
tegrals in quantum field theory and providing the numerical calcula
tions is the introduction of space-time lattice. The employment of
lattice regularization turns functional integrals into ordinary ones
of high dimension ( д Ю ). The lionte Carlo method is usually applied
to evaluate these integrals. Many numerical results Important to the
physical theory have been obtained in this way [sj. When performing
the lattice computations one has to extrapolate the results to the
continuum limit [8,4]. This non-simple problem serves as an object of
investigation for many auti.ors [9-14]. As it has been pointed out in
[9]1 the problem of removal of the finite-size effects and the lattice
artifacts arising in Monte Carlo calculations were studied insuffici
ently. The attempts of reaching the continuum limit numerically by
computation on lattices with decreasing spacing usually failed [9,10].
Even the computations with the record lattice sizes (up to 20* points)
on the CRAY computer do not allow to eet rid of the dependence of re
sults on the lattice spacing [ и ] . Besides that, the difficulties of
employing the lattice lionte Carlo method increase with decreasing the
lattice spacing [llj. Some authors are engaged nowdays in searching
for the improved modifications of the action functional fl3j, and al
so in the investigation» directly in the continuum limit [15-18]. Snployment of the lattice regularization entailes some other problems
as well , among which is the loss of continuum topology on the lat
tice [19]. In this connection a number of authors successively deve
lop the method of nonperturbative regularization of quantum gauge fi
eld theory in the continuum [l5t19-22]. The ability of performing the
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numerical calculations in continuum is connected with the development
of functional integrals computation method. Significant progress in
this f.rer. lias been achieved last years f23J- The problems of measure
in functional integral [24] play an important role both for the study
of continuum limit in constructive quantum field theory and for the
numerical calculations, Here and below we shall denote by the functi
onal integral (as distinct from a "path integral") just an integral
with respect to a given measure in the definite functional apace,
The important results of constructing the functional measure in the
quantum field theory пиле

been obtained recently Г13,25-29]. Parti

cularly, the J)uclideE.n mer-.sure for the

electromagnetic field is ob

tained [26], the functional measure in Lagrangian gauge theories is
defined [L"7J1 the Gaussian measure on extended Crassmanian algebra
for fermion functional integrals is constructed f29J. One of the ar
eas where the measure theory is the most profoundly elaborated is a
two-dimensional quantum field theory with polynomial interactions of
boson fields [30j. The mathematically rigorous construction of the
Gaussian measure in

P W

-model is given in [3lJ. This model en

ables one to study, in particular, such processes as phase transitions,
critical phenomena, interaction of particles, scattering and bound
states. The

P W
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-theory is investigated by many authors. In paper

[32], e.g., the behaviour of the vacuum energy density in the infi
nite volume is studied in the framework of this model.
In papersf33,34] we have derived for the functional integrals
with Gaussian measure some new approximation formulae exact on a class
of

the polynomial functionals of an arbitrary given degree.

These

formulae provide the way of computation of physical quantities dire
ctly in continuum limit. We used these formulae in particular case of
the conditional Wiener measure in our computations of Peynman path
integrals in Euclidean quantum mechanics [35-38]. As shown there, the
employment of our formulae leads to the evaluation of the ordinary
integrals of a low dimension, that allows one to use the determinis
tic methods (quadrature formulas)

and gives the essential (by an or

der) economy of computer time and memory versus the lattice Honte Ca
rlo computations. The use of the approach to the functional integrals
that does not need the space-time discretization, enabled to perform
the successful numerical study of the topological succeptibility and
the

9 -таоиа energy [36] •
The following characteristics of measure, such as the covariance

and the mean value, are of principal significance in studying the pro
blems concerned the functional measure including the construction of
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approximation formulae for functional integrals. In this paper we de
rive for the kernel of the oovariance operator of the P № , -functi
onal measure the representation in the form of the expansion over the
eigenfunctions of some boundary problem for the heat equation. As an
example, the two cases of the integration domains with different con
figurations are considered.
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS
The Lagrangian of the

P W , -model is written as follows [31J i

Here X €
the space of the generalized functions
of moderate increase; P is a bounded from below polynomial. The
space of the basic functions is a Schwarz's space of rapidly decre
asing functions J(R) .1he
value of 4> at the basic function
f € -a(R ) is given by
Z

f(f) = <<P,f > = j VWfolctK.
The Wick's ordering ("Wick's colon") is defined as
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Here К i s a covariance operator of the measure [ 2 3 } , K({$)
-(f,KJ>
( a continuous nondegenerated b i l i n e a r form on the product of spaces

K(f,f) • }t<f,t>- S(f)ll<*,*> -IWJ «^W .
where
i(f) - f < f, f >et/*(?)
- the mean value of measure dt/A(¥) .
In the sequel we shall assume S(f)-0
without any limitations of
generality.
The measure in the space 4 (R ) is defined as follows [31] •
3

А С R

First the measure in finite volume

Ъ/1

Л

= Г< i

4 ( h )

dlf

z

is introduced

.

KtK

(3)

where
:

e

VM = J P('«» •'*- ^ ;

т

***<*> = / " ^ к •
Ь я

K

П

Л
0
The Wick's ordering is performed here with respect to the free covariance operator Кц [3lJ. ^^Кэл *
Gauss* measure with the covariance « э satisfying the Dirichlet boundary conditions on ЭЛ -the
boundary of the region Л and with the mean value
£(f)xo
. The covariance operator and the mean value define the Gaussian measure in
the unique way £23J, i.e., on the space Л (R*) there exists the uni
que Gaussian measure cCP
with the covariance К and the mean
equals zero.
The important result obtained by Glimm and Jaffe f3ljis the
proof of the existence of the measure in infinite volume. This mea
sure is constructed as a limit of the considered above measures in
the finite volumes. Namely, it has been proved that under certain
conditions on P and if
f e C
the sequence of characteristic functionals

f

of finite volume measures has the limit

I

s
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and the limiting functional
S[f]
satisfies the Euclidean axioms of
analyticity, regularity, invariance with respect to shifts, rotations,
and reflections that is necessary to construct quantum field [3lJ.
Thus, the operator observables defined as the averages over the
vacuum state of interacting fields Si can be obtained by the evalu
ation of the functional integral

У cvpf-Aj: P(f(»): /"i
K

<л|р(?;|л> = 6cm

I

F(V df

KiA

A'M
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It is essential
del are reduced
ring (2),
i.e.,
observables do

i
!

A

that under d =2 the renormalizations in
P № ) ^ -mo
to the subtraction connected with the lick's orde
the divergensies in the presented expression for the
not arise.

^rj

P(4>) -MEASURE

3. THE KERNEL OF THE COVARIAHCE OPERATOR OP

In many cases including the constructinc of the approximation
formulae for the functional integrals it is necessary to have the ex
plicit expression for the covariance operator К . Writing Kff.9-) in
the form

2

2

R <R
consider its integral kernel

УС(Х,Ц) ,

y((KJf-) = I *<*> Щ) df

2

V,«. £ R ;

.

K

C4)

Por the measure covariance operator K$ with the Dirichlet boundary
conditions on <M - the boundary of arbitrary region Л е г
there
exists the representation for the kernel through the integral with re
spect to the conditional Wiener measure [31J :
A

V°'

tJ

The functional integration in (5) is performed over the set C „fai] of
continuous functions u)(rj , ve [o,t] , satisfying the condition
to(o)=x ; &>(t) = y- . Here ^^M
is the characteristic function of
the paths that do not have points of intersection with
ЬЛ , i.e.,
x

fo, if J t e[o,t]:
0

l_ 1,

0(т )еЪл
0

otherwise .

As we are interested in iim
, we can assume without the limitation
of generality that »,u t л \ а л ; in the case x e ел
and/or
ч, е Эл it is obvious that
X(x,y) - О . If we denote

C

A

fett]*{«W*Cft*J; i)(o)*x,u(t)*f,<j(T)eA\U

Vte[o,t}\

( 6

)

then

where
M(x,f,4)
= tnei C*Io,i2 is the Wiener volume bf the aet C^fe*].
Thus, In order to obtain ' Xu(*,y)
it is sufficient to determine the
functional volume of the sat of two-dimensional oontinuoe»- on the. aafment functions with fixed values at the ends of the segment which take
r

S

only the values of the interior of the given region Л . The main re
sult of this paper is formulated in the following
Theorem
For an arbitrary bounded connected region Л с R with the piecewise
smooth boundary ЭЛ the Wiener volume M = meSC*fet] is the solution of the
following boundary problem :

where

,= ( £ ) ;

,.(*),.

Г

£

.

*

£

**
Proof.
As it is known ГЗЭ], the conditional Wiener integral
•

*

-fU[b(t)]ctr

г

2(*,y.t)=

J e»

(/,«,

x,f«

(9)

is the solution of the problem

*-,

,

(1°)

In order to reduce the integration domain in (9) to the set of the
paths which are completely contained in the given region Л С R
,
it is sufficient to let UfJ) be equal to infinity everywhere out
side Л and on its boundary ЪЛ . Simultaneously, the zero boun
dary conditions on дЛ
should be imposed to Z(X,]f,i)
. Further
more , if we set U- 0
inside Л we shall evidently obtain
Z(x,f.t)
- Mpf,jf,t) for X, y e Л . Indeed, for all paths О (г) from
x to f if Ы does not have points of intersection with дЛ
the
value of the integrand in (9) is equal to the unity. On the other
hand, if for зоше CJ there exists the point Vg where (ьЫЗДедЛ, then
ULUefa)]' *° • In order to complete the proof it is sufficient to
2

0

6

i

o

show that such the paths OJ
contribute to 2(x,u,i)
nerally speaking, it does not follow from U'[Uo(%,)] = °°
n o t

0

. Ge
that

T

/ U[Uo( )]dV
= oo , so the value of the functional under the integral
sign in (9) may be different from zero for the path CJ
• However,
as shown in [40 ] , the trajectories that touch the boundary without
crossing it
form the set of measure zero with respect to the con
ditional Wiener measure in the space of continuous functions. This
circumstance is connected with the fact that the conditional Wiener
measure is concentrated on the set of the Holder continuous functions
with the index ci < 1/2 (i.e., on the nondifferentiable functions)
and not on all the functions continuous on segment. These phenomena
themselves are of particular interest and should be studied elsewhere
This result, as applied to the problem under consideration, means
that the trajectories &><> touching ЙЛ
in a countable number of
points do not contribute to integral (9), i.e., the equality
£(*,¥,t)
= Mfr,if;t)
holds. Thus the proof of the theorem is complete.
a

Corollary
The kernel of the covariance operator of

Pf'f)»

-measure can be exp

ressed in the form :

*>./' »n Г ^ 7 , « № .
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n
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the eigenvalues
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the prob
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'
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N

4(x)=0 ,

Xf

(12)

ЭА .

Indeed, if expanding the solution

M(V,^,t) of the problem (8) over

the eigenfunctions of the boundary problem (12) [41], we obtain
Performing the integration over t

in expr.(5), we directly obtain

(11).
The concrete expression for X(X,y)
depends on the shape of the
region Л . In the next section we consider the two examples of Л
of the simple shape when the problem (12) can be solved explicitly.
4. EXAMPLES
Consider the region

Л

of the rectangular shape: Л = [-<*,Л]*[-8,
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t ] .

Applying the method of s e p a r a t i o n of v a r i a b l e s vve get [4lJ
0 0

-E

i

where
2

E
c

n,n.
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= JL (h*
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After integrating over £ we obtain for

Let us consider now the сазе when Л is a circle, X < 7 . Introdu
cing the polar coordinates and supposing t* f(l,i^,i)
, we have
0

{ -if
^

i r i i /,lf j
Z ' I O I »

«!-

+

± V± л
г'

•}&*• J

*(г,0,о) = f(f-*),

1

Ъе

[о,

1)
0

0-e[o,vc]
t >о

The employment of the method of separation of variables

gives in this case [41] :
(">\Z

•i (¥)
,<n)

[ \ {^\х\)<1ыЩ

Cos nify + \(?±

MJSinnO; Sin n0^,\\

where
f-f,

(ff'tyi) _

4 = *«** -sf

/7*0

ft = arcta Jfci.

B>

\(f)
i s the Bessel function of
root of equation
J fa.) = 0

П - t h order; ft[

n

8

i s the

if

•th

After integrating over

-fc we find

1

The derived expressions for ~Иъи,(> >Ч)
the basis for the const
ruction of approximation formulae for the functional integration in
the space
а

г

е

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In particular, it follows from the brief review of the litera
ture given in Introduction that among the trends of employing the
functional integration method in quantum field theory the following
two approaches take an important part. On the one hand, there is a
development of the methods which use the lattice regularization
scheme including the search for the new modifications of the action
functional with improved continuum properties; the perfecting of the
lattice computation algorithms which employ the Monte Carlo method
[42], especially with the application of parallel computations f43J»
is also in progress. On the other hand, the approach based on the con
tinuum nonperturbative regularization is being successively developed.
Аз it has been pointed out in [19,15], this approach appears to be at
tractive as this enables one to study the interesting problems, such
as continuum confinement and the general nonperturbative properties
of quantum field theory. We consider this approach to be perspective
for the numerical calculations because the problems of the finitesize effects and the continuum limit do not appear in it due to the
absence of space-time discretization. The favourable possibility of
the numerical studying of singularities like phase transitions in the
framework of this approach is in one's disposal. The development of
this approach is closely connected with the development of an idea of
the functional integrals as the mathematical objects on the base of
the rigorous definitions of measure in functional spaces. The incre
asing attention to that is being paid nowdays [3]. The investigation
of the covariance operator of the
РСР)
functional measure that has
been performed in the present paper, is a step towards the construc
tion of the methods for computation of the physical characteristics
in continuum in the framework of the model under consideration. The
creation of suitable approximation formulas for the functional integ
rals will become the subject of our forthcoming works.
г
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Лобанов Ю.Ю., Жидков Е.П.
Ковариационный оператор континуальной меры
в Р(<А) -квантовой теории поля
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г

Исследуется мера континуального интегрирования в евклидовой квантовой
теории поля с полиномиальными взаимодействиями бозонних полей нулевого спина
в двумерном пространстве-времени. Для ядра ковариационного оператора меры
получено представление в виде разложения по собственным функциям одной кра
евой задачи для уравнения теплопроводности. Рассмотрены два случая области
интегрирования различной формы. Обсуждаются также некоторые тенденции и пер
спективы использования метода континуального интегрирования в квантовой тео
рии поля.
Работа выполнена в Лаборатории вычислительной техники и автоматизации
ОИЯИ.
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Lobanov Yu.Yu., Zhidkov E.P.
Covarlance Operator of Functional Measure
in P(<A) -Quantum Field Theory

E5-88-659

t

Functional Integration measure in the Euclidean quantum field theory
with polynomial interactions of boson fjelds with zero spin in two-dimen
sional space-time is investigated. The representation for the kernel of the
measure covariance operator is obtained in the form of expansion over the
eigenfunctions of some boundary problem for the heat equation. Two cases of
the integration domains with different configurations are considered. Some
trends and perspectives of employing the functional integration method in
quantum field theory are also discussed.
The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Computing
Techniques and Automation, JINR.
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